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All services and content of QuizOver.com are provided under QuizOver.com terms of use on an "as is" basis,

without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, including, without limitation, warranties that the provided

services and content are free of defects, merchantable, fit for a particular purpose or non-infringing.

 
The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the provided services and content is with you.

 
In no event shall QuizOver.com be liable for any damages whatsoever arising out of or in connection with the use

or performance of the services.

 
Should any provided services and content prove defective in any respect, you (not the initial developer, author or

any other contributor) assume the cost of any necessary servicing, repair or correction.

 
This disclaimer of warranty constitutes an essential part of these "terms of use".

 
No use of any services and content of QuizOver.com is authorized hereunder except under this disclaimer.

 
The detailed and up to date "terms of use" of QuizOver.com can be found under:

 
http://www.QuizOver.com/public/termsOfUse.xhtml
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Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported (CC BY-NC-ND 3.0)

 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/

 
You are free to:

 
Share: copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format

 
The licensor cannot revoke these freedoms as long as you follow the license terms.

 
Under the following terms:

 
Attribution: You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes were made. You

may do so in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your use.

 
NonCommercial: You may not use the material for commercial purposes.

 
NoDerivatives: If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you may not distribute the modified material.

 
No additional restrictions: You may not apply legal terms or technological measures that legally restrict others

from doing anything the license permits.
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4.1.1. You are applying for a job as a teacher. What type of resume is oft...

 

You are applying for a job as a teacher. What type of resume is often required for this job?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Skills-based resume

Curriculum vitae

Chronological resume

Web-based resume
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4.1.2. You are interested in jobs in three different career areas but are ...

 

You are interested in jobs in three different career areas but are not sure which type of job you will finally select.

What is your best resume strategy?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Create a chronological resume that lists your education and work history, and change the objective

for each type of job you pursue.

Create a general functional resume that lists your various abilities, accomplishments, and interests.

Create a separate functional or skills-based resume for each job you target.

Create a Web-based resume and a different cover letter for each employer that you refer to that site.
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4.1.3. You have had jobs in several industries. Which of the following res...

 

You have had jobs in several industries. Which of the following resume formats will help you best describe your

qualifications for the job you are pursuing?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Chronological resume

Functional or skills-based resume

Combination resume

Both answers B and C
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4.1.4. You plan to create two different resumes, one chronological and one...

 

You plan to create two different resumes, one chronological and one skills-based, to apply for jobs in different

industries. What information should appear on each resume?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

Career objective

List of references

Contact information

A link to your personal homepage
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4.1.5. What are considered the primary reasons for creating a resume?

 

What are considered the primary reasons for creating a resume?

 
Please choose only one answer: 

A resume is an objective summary of your skills and achievements, it conveys to the reader why you

should be hired, and it reflects your individuality.

A resume is optional if you have created a portfolio showing samples of your work.

A resume can help you to get your foot in the door for an interview.

Both answers A and C
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